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Abstract

In this work we discuss the paradigmatic case of brittle fracture in defective elastic–plastic cubic silicon carbide, by a
combination of Quantized Fracture Mechanics and Molecular Dynamics atomistic simulations. Different defect sizes and
shapes, or crack-inclusion interactions are considered. Our results show that Quantized Fracture Mechanics is able to effec-
tively incorporate the main lattice-related features, while Molecular Dynamics atomistic simulations do provide the most
basic level of understanding of mechanical behaviour of brittle materials.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Traditional analysis of brittle fracture resorts to the well established Griffith’s theory [1], which describes
the crack growth by the related energy balance. The result is that a crack of given length propagates at the
critical value of the applied load for which the variation (with respect to the crack surface) of the total poten-
tial energy (elastic energy minus external work) of the system reaches a critical material characteristic Gc. In a
perfect elastic solid in vacuum the crack resistance energy per unit surface is identified with the (unrelaxed)
cleavage surface energy 2c [2,3]. The Griffith’s criterion [1] was extensively verified in glass specimens contain-
ing cracks of controlled length and it is still adopted to estimate the surface energy of brittle materials [2,4].
Formally, Gc is defined as Gc = 2cc where the material parameter cc is the integral of the stress vs. separation
curve for the atomic planes undergoing separation during the fracture process. The factor of 2 accounts for the
creation of two surfaces during crack formation. While within Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) it is
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typically assumed that cc = c, cc includes in general also other atomic level details and other form of dissipa-
tions such as plasticity [5–8].

Recently, a new energy-based theory, namely Quantized Fracture Mechanics (QFM [9,10]), that modifies con-
tinuum-based fracture mechanics substituting the differentials in Griffith’s energy balance with finite differences,
has been formulated. This simple assumption has remarkable implications: QFM can be applied to defects of
any size and shape, in contrast to LEFM that can treat only ‘‘large’’ and perfectly sharp cracks. Such an
approach has been very recently extended to derive an even more general theory, namely, Dynamic Quantized
Fracture Mechanics (DQFM [11]), applicable also to dynamic fracture, e.g., impacts, where classical Dynamic
Fracture Mechanics reveals limitations. Extensions in different fields, such as fatigue crack growth, have been
also proposed [12]. Applications of previous concepts have been reported in a series of different papers [13–15].

Furthermore, Molecular Dynamics (MD) atomistic simulations offer the opportunity to study the funda-
mental issues underlying the Griffith’s theory in ideally pure, perfect single-crystal materials. In this work
we present an atomic-scale numerical investigation of brittle fracture computing the strength of defective crys-
tals considering different types of voids or inclusions. In particular for cracks, we find that the identification of
crack resistance cc with the cleavage surface energy c provides only a lower limit to the energy release rate. As
a matter of fact, cc is not a constant (i.e., we found the atomistic equivalent of the classical R-curve macro-
scopic behaviour), depending both on the crack length and on the deformation state [16].

We have also considered the influence on the stress-intensity factor at the crack tip due to the interaction
between the crack and an hard (carbon) or soft (silicon) inclusion in the silicon carbide matrix [17] and different
types of defects, such as spherical or elliptical voids [18]. We have focused our work on cubic silicon carbide
(b-SiC) since it is the prototype of an ideally brittle material up to extreme values of strain, strain rate and
temperature, and because of its technological relevance as a structural and nuclear material. The available data
for b-SiC are accurate enough (despite the microstructural heterogeneities of experimental samples) to suggest
that its intrinsic crack resistance in vacuum is, indeed, higher than the theoretical, ideal-crystal surface energy.

QFM, in agreement with the MD findings, shows deviations from classical strength predictions (based on
stress-intensifications or -concentrations in a continuum), mainly imposed by the lattice discreteness.

2. Atomistic cracks and holes

The QFM theory [9,10] introduces a quantization of the Griffith’s criterion to account for discrete crack
propagation, and thus in the continuum hypothesis differential are substituted with finite differences, i.e.,
d! D [9]. According to the principle of conservation of energy, Griffith’s criterion implies a crack propaga-
tion when the variation of the total potential energy dW, corresponding to a virtual increment of the crack
surface dA, becomes equal to the energy spent to create the new free crack surface, i.e., dW + GcdA = 0.
The energy release rate is defined as G = �dW/dA (where the derivation is evaluated at constant displacement)
and Griffith’s criterion is simply G = Gc. For finite differences it becomes G* = �DW/DA = Gc. QFM assumes
dissipation energy in discrete amounts GcDA, where DA is the minimum crack surface increment. The hypoth-
esis on which QFM is based is discrete crack propagation in a (linear elastic, but we are going to relax this
hypothesis) continuum medium. LEFM is so modified to account for the material heterogeneities (e.g., grains)
or, in our context, for the intrinsic discontinuous nature of matter at the atomic scale, see Fig. 1. If the applied
load is not quasi-static, DQFM would have to be considered in stead of QFM.

Consider the Griffith’s case of a linear elastic infinite plate in tension, of uniform thickness, with a crack of
length 2c orthogonal to the applied far field (crack opening Mode I, Fig. 2a). According to QFM and adopting
as minimum crack advancement the interbond distance along the plane of the crack c0 (Fig. 1) the failure
stress for a crack with small tip radius r is [10]
rQFM
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whereas according to Griffith cc � c is a constant. In the above expression E 0 = E for plane stress, and E 0 =
E/(1 � m2) for plane strain, where E and m are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’ ratio respectively of the
considered material. Note that, in contrast to LEFM, QFM can predict the ratio between failure stress and
theoretical (defect-free) rth strength.



Fig. 1. Left: geometry of the Griffith’s plate, for Mode I loading (LEFM). Right: the corresponding atomic-scale picture (QFM).

Fig. 2. Investigated schemes: (a) cracks, (b) cylindrical or (c) spherical holes and (d) crack-inclusion interaction.
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We can also treat spherical or cylindrical [10] holes (Fig. 2b and c). For them the stress-intensity factor (of a
small crack emanated from the hole) is numerically known (from the stress-intensity factor handbooks). The
QFM strength predictions [10] are in agreement with those derived according to the Novozhilov’s approach
[19], that is the stress analog of QFM. Thus, for a cylindrical hole of radius R we have deduced [10]
rQFM
C ðRÞ
rth

¼ 2

2� R
c0

1
1þc0=R� 1
� �

� R
c0

1
1þc0=Rð Þ3 � 1

� � ð2Þ
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whereas for a spherical hole [18]
Fig. 3.
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3. Elastic–plastic or hyper-elastic materials and fractal cracks

The previous equations are based on linear elasticity, i.e., on a linear relationship r / e between stress r
and strain e. In contrast, let us assume r / ej, where j > 1 denotes hyper-elasticity, as well as j < 1 elastic–
plasticity. The power of the stress-singularity will accordingly be modified [20] from the classical value 1/2
to a = j/(j + 1). Thus, the problem is mathematically equivalent to that of a re-entrant corner, and
consequently from its solution [21] we predict
rQFM
C ðaÞ
rth

¼ rQFM
C ða ¼ 1=2Þ

rth

� �2a

; a ¼ j
jþ 1

ð4Þ
A crack with a self-similar roughness, mathematically described by a fractal with non-integer dimension
1 < D < 2, would similarly modify the stress-singularity, according to a = (2 � D)/2 [22,23]; thus, with Eq.
(4), we can also estimate the role of the crack self-similar roughness. Both plasticity and roughness reduce
the severity of the defect, whereas hyper-elasticity enlarges its effect. For example, for a sharp crack composed
by n = 2c/c0 adjacent vacancies, we found from Eq. (1) rQFM

C =rth � ð1þ nÞ�a. Note that, in the limit of small
cracks, the treated nonlinearities fictitiously modify c0: for the previous example we find c0! c0/(2a). Similar
results hold also for different kinds of defects, such as cylindrical or spherical holes. Thus, different c0 are ex-
pected for the same lattice treating problems with different nonlinearities.

For a fractal crack, writing the corresponding energy balance, we predict the propagation for K ¼ KðDÞC ,

where K is the stress-intensity factor at the crack tip and KðDÞC �
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¼ KC. This fracture propagation criterion rep-

resents a Quantized Fractal Fracture Mechanics and the derived definitions of Kðc0;DÞ
C and Kðc0;DÞ can be used to
Example of stress–strain curves computed by atomistic simulations. Note the elastic–plastic constitutive law of the defect-free
, as well as the effect on strength and elasticity of the investigated defects (crack length of 3.6 nm, voids and isolated inclusions of
n diameter).
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generalize in a fractal sense all the quantized failure criteria (e.g., also in dynamic fracture and fatigue) pro-
posed by the first author [12].

An elastic–plastic behaviour has been atomistically computed for the investigated b-SiC crystal, see Fig. 3.
Fitting the atomistic stress–strain curve for the investigated defect-free b-SiC crystal, we find j � 0.81 and thus
a � 0.45. Accordingly, the correction reported in this section is expected to play a role, especially for the fail-
ures at higher strain levels, thus for holes, whereas for cracks, failures basically take place in the linear elastic
region (see Fig. 3).

4. Interaction crack-inclusion

Now let us consider a small inclusion collinear with the crack at distance d from its tip (Fig. 2d). According
to the Eshelby’s classical solution the variation of the stress-intensity factor due to the presence of the inclu-
sion is DKtip/K = c1/d2 (see [24]). On the other hand, assuming a discrete crack advancement the following
deviation is expected [17]:
Fig. 4.
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Note that the last approximated equality is valid in the limit of c0/d! 0 and it is identical to that predicted
according to the Novozhilov’s approach [19].

5. Atomistic MD simulations and QFM comparison

We have carried out damped MD atomistic simulations with the aim of reproducing the macroscopic con-
ditions of a quasi-static (or adiabatic) crack loading process at 0 K. Atomic forces were calculated according
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to the Tersoff potential [25]. Such an empirical interatomic potential has already been applied to the study of
mechanical properties in b-SiC and it is able to describe the experimentally observed brittle behaviour of cubic
b-SiC [26,27]. The same force model has been applied to investigate the strength of b-SiC crystals containing
cracks, cylindrical or spherical holes and crack-inclusion interactions.

The typical simulation cell is a cubic thin slab with x, y and z cartesian axes parallel to the [11 2], [110], and
[111] crystallographic directions respectively (Fig. 2). The lowest unrelaxed surface energy of b-SiC is that of
the (111) shuffle plane, having the lowest density of dangling bonds. As a consequence, (111)-plane cracks are
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the most likely to form in experimental conditions, and we have therefore focused our theoretical analysis on
such a crack arrangement. Based on the Griffith’s formula the critical load increases with decreasing nano-
crack length. For the Griffith’s theory to be valid, the limits of applicability of linear elasticity must be
respected. Such a requirement implicitly defines the minimum length at which a finite-size nanocrack can still
be considered a ‘‘Griffith’s crack’’. For this reason, and also to prevent finite-size artefacts in the simulation,
we varied the actual size of the simulation cell so as to get in any case a ratio L/c > 10, where L is the cell
dimension along the crack axis.

The external load was applied according to the constant traction method [28]. To this end, the three-dimen-
sional periodic simulation box is initially deformed along the z direction according to a given strain value
e = e[1 1 1]dzz, while keeping exx = 0 and eyy = 0 (plane-strain condition); this corresponds to opening Mode
I. Periodicity is then removed along z and surface tractions are calculated in order to preserve the state of
deformation. At this stage a defect of given size and shape is introduced by mathematically cutting opportune
interatomic bonds. The atomistic stress is obtained either from the value of the average surface traction which
preserves the applied strain or, equivalently, from the asymptotic value of the atomic-level virial stress equa-
tion [28]. Consistently with the expected brittle behaviour, we have found that at loads above the critical stress
rc the nanocrack extends in a perfectly brittle way, by preserving atomically smooth (111) cleavage surfaces,
with the exception of interface (matrix/inclusion) cracks.

A series of atomistic simulations was performed with nanocracks of length c0 < c < 25c0, where
c0 = 2.644 Å is the interbond distance along x-direction (Figs. 1 and 2a). To quantify the discrepancy between
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the atomistic estimation for rc and the critical value of stress predicted by the original Griffith’s theory, we
have focused our attention on cc. In the original form of Griffith’s theory cc does not depend on the crack
length and is therefore a constant: for the previous function an horizontal alignment of the data is expected
if Griffith’s theory prediction is correct, whereas QFM predicts the law reported in Eq. (1). The results of the
present investigation on the physical meaning of the intrinsic crack resistance in the Griffith’s theory of brittle
fracture are reported in Fig. 4 and compared with the QFM predictions. The atomistic data increase mono-
tonically until reaching an asymptotic limit for long cracks. Such a limit gives a departure of about 25% from
the classic Griffith’s theory. It is, however, possible to reconcile the above two sets of results by means of QFM
which, as previously discussed, takes into account the discrete crack propagation. Referring to Eq. (1) with
c0 = 2.644 Å, the best fit of atomistic data is obtained for a radius at tip of r � 0.6c0, which is a realistic value,
as shown in Fig. 4. The curve predicted by this theory is in good agreement with the atomistic data within the
error bars. Note that here we have simply imposed c0 to be identical to the interatomic distance; furthermore,
we have neglected the deviation from the linear elastic constitutive law of the crystal, as a consequence of the
moderate strengths of the cracked slabs.

For the cylindrical holes, we have varied the radius in the range 1.3 Å < R < 40 Å, the smallest radius cor-
responds to the removal of a single row of silicon or carbon atoms. On the other hand, the radius of the spher-
ical holes was 1.3 Å < R < 20 Å, the smallest value corresponding to a single atom vacancy. The atomistically
computed hole size-effects can be compared with the QFM prediction of Eqs. (2) and (3), in which v � 0, since
for b-SiC v = 0.05, see Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. For them, due to the higher failure strains, the elastic–plastic
correction proposed in Section 3 is adopted. Still maintaining c0 equal to the interatomic distance for both
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cylindrical or spherical holes, we find the reported best-fits (Figs. 5 and 6) for j � 0.8 and j � 0.6 respectively,
comparable with the value of j � 0.8 directly best fitted from the stress–strain curve of Fig. 3. Clearly an alter-
native solution would be of assuming j = 1 and best fit c0.

Other simulations have been carried out considering a soft (silicon) or hard (carbon) inclusion collinear
with the crack and at a given distance d from its closer tip, Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. The stress-intensity fac-
tor is evaluated by best fitting the singular stress field near the crack tip. The interaction between crack and
inclusion can be compared with the QFM prediction of Eq. (5), see Figs. 7 and 8.

In all the discussed comparisons QFM and MD are found to be in good agreement.

6. Conclusions

The present study points out that in order to take account of all details at the nanoscale in the crack prop-
agation problem, as naturally done by the MD atomistic simulations – which from this point of view can be
considered as an ab initio mechanical theory – it is indeed necessary to introduce within the continuum theory
the concept of discrete lattice. Such a concept actually defines the discrete space (i.e., the proper lattice) onto
which the fracture phenomenon takes place. By ignoring this discrete nature of the medium the well-known
paradoxes of the continuum theory are found. As shown in this work the modified continuum theory
QFM allows for successfully solve the limits of LEFM analytically.
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